What a lucky man, indeed-chronically restless, temperamentally anxious, a man in constant motion to prove what ultimately cannot be proved: that he is a real man and that this identity is unthreatened by the action of other men.
ironic selfhood. California refracts the two--faced biography of Don, who is really Dick Whitman, the orphaned son of a prostitute who stole his dead commanding officer's identity during the Korean War. Don spends time with the 'real' Mrs Draper in California, lazing in a cinematic milieu and suspending his responsibilities to family and work. This essay will also delineate what happens when the cinematic space of California is met by a habitué of television melodrama, ask what kinds of social and intimate relations are either necessary for or result from this meeting, and argue for irony as the show's critical mode of representation.
-PREPOSTEROUS MEN: MELODRAMA PAST AND PRESENT
In an essay that bemoans the representation of business in popular televisual and cinematic culture, Larry E. Ribstein criticises Mad Men for its paucity of detail. The show's characters do not 'interact in a more convincing environment [as] in television shows about the police (The Wire) or the mob (The Sopranos) or in the novels of Anthony Trollope'. 2 This claim is curious but also suggestive because the almost fetishistic evocation of the 1960s-the fashion, decor and technology, and the organisation of the office and home-is precisely for what the show is popularly and critically praised. 3 He also argues that popular representations of business as criminal or unethical have led to a greater public disdain which has in turn influenced the desire to prosecute, in particular, financiers who might otherwise be considered good citizens. 4 While the popular reaction to Ribstein's argument-'How can he defend Bernie Madoff?'-might be taken as evidence for his argument about popular culture condemning business, 5 Ribstein goes further, seeking to reverse the popular argument: 'Indeed, businesspeople might credibly claim moral superiority.
After all, business is about helping others to express themselves by buying things'. 6 Ribstein's italics bracket off the purpose of business: 'business is about helping … by buying things'. But this is perfectly symmetrical with Ribstein's analysis of Mad Men's advertisers: 'They tune into other people's dreams so they can furnish them their clients' products.' 7 In other words, Mad Men represents its advertisers in their morally superior role of helping others to express themselves. Whence Ribstein's problem?
The answer is found in melodrama. The show's social and intimate relations are so contrived, so-as I will argue-queer, that Ribstein overlooks Mad Men's VOLUME18 NUMBER2 SEP2012 280 favourable representation of business and his own criterion for quality TV (the convincing evocation of environment). What proves intractable is the show's duplicity: 'An airplane can be a place for vicarious sex or a magic ship that brings daddy home.' 8 The implicit perversity of itemising the fantasy of casual sex alongside the innocent imagination of childhood repeats rhetorically an admixture of quality and lowbrow TV that Ribstein cannot admit.
Daniel Mendelsohn more pointedly criticises Mad Men along similar lines. The enormous popularity of the show among young adults (those too young to remember directly the period it represents) is based, he says, on a fantastic attraction, 'an alluring historical fantasy of a time before the present era's seemingly endless prohibitions against pleasures once taken for granted … The show's style is, essentially, symbolic'. 9 With these standouts … Mad Men shares virtually no significant qualities except its design. The writing is extremely weak, the plotting haphazard and often preposterous, the characterizations sallow and sometimes incoherent; its attitude toward the past is glib and its self--positioning in the present is unattractively smug; the acting is, almost without exception, bland and sometimes amateurish. 10 While Mendelsohn allows Mad Men's quality design and is more perspicacious than Ribstein regarding the show's 'convincing environment', the quoted paragraph is, essentially, symbolic, and it is worth attending to the constituents of this collective symbol for they reveal the show's social and intimate relations. Mendelsohn decodes his pejorative figuration of soap opera and melodrama in the following paragraph:
worst of all … the show is melodramatic rather than dramatic … It proceeds … like a soap opera, serially (and often unbelievably) generating, and then resolving, successive personal crises … rather than exploring, by means of believable conflicts between personality and situation, the contemporary social and cultural phenomena. 11 Mendelsohn correctly diagnoses the seriality of soap opera and the generative incredibility of melodrama that bespeak the generic, temporal and social tensions in Mad Men, but he describes his diagnosis as malignant.
Mendelsohn specifically cites Don Draper's genealogy as evidence of weak writing. The son of a prostitute who died in childbirth, Dick Whitman is raised poor by his imperious father and a strict Christian stepmother in Depression--era rural Pennsylvania. Dick witnesses his father being killed when a startled horse kicks him in the face. He joins the army and after a shelling in the Korean War that kills his commanding officer, he steals this man's identity by switching their dog tags.
Returning to the United States, 'Don' sells used cars before being tracked down by Anna Draper, who is looking for her husband. Somehow, they begin a mutually fulfilling relationship. Anna plays her part in Don's masquerade, granting him a divorce when he wants to marry advertisement model Betty Hofstadt. Don writes copy for advertisements for fur coats. He gets his career break into the Sterling Cooper advertising agency after getting a senior partner drunk and turning up for work the next day claiming he had been hired during their bout of inebriation.
It seems that Mendelsohn objects to arbitrary plot movements and characterisations that lack a coherent and stable line of reference or causation. But condensed into a kind of visuospatial synchysis (a confused arrangement of words in a sentence) by the material reality of television production. Don is concussed after falling down the stairs of the Draper family home. Groggy, he looks in the direction of the kitchen. We cut to a memory of Abigail, his stepmother, giving birth to a stillborn child. To shoot this memory the crew set up the traumatic scene in what is essentially the kitchen of the Ossining house, into which Don and the camera peers into Pennsylvania past. 13 The hazy past appears in the present and inhabits the same space. 16 what Feuer identifies in Six Feet Under as 'subjective wish--fulfilment point--of--view shots' in which 'characters see not reality but rather their desires'. 17 The birth of Abigail's stillborn child is represented as a direct memory of Don's as he is present in the scene as a child (as Dick Whitman, of course); here, memory may be accessing reality. Explicit wish--fulfilment is seen when Don impossibly remembers his own birth. Cooking at his stove in Ossining, Don stares off into the distance-again, through synchysis, the kitchen acts as a portal into the past and enacts the show's structural principle of hysteron proteron.
We witness his cheapskate father cry poor to a prostitute who will be Don's mother after this assignation cum conception. Smiling at her sass, Don hears the origin of his real name: if she gets pregnant, she promises Archie she will 'cut his dick off and boil it in hog fat'. After she dies giving birth to him, her son is delivered to the doorstep of Like The West Wing, one of Feuer's exemplars of quality TV, Mad Men has a serial structure. For Feuer this means The West Wing 'is a soap opera in terms of narrative structure although not in terms of melodramatic style'. 20 In contrast to Mendelsohn, Feuer finds a soap operatic concern with a present comprising many simultaneous storylines and movements to be indicative of quality TV. However, the point of arguing for Mad Men's status as quality TV is not to claim that the show is 'good' or 'worthy' but to recognise one of its critically accepted genealogical strands-art cinema-in order to make apparent and associate that other strandmelodrama-that is habitually denigrated when recognised. This generic multiplicity may designate melodrama as a feature of quality TV; more importantly, it reveals how a melodramatic televisuality can image novel modes of social and intimate relations and, in the case of Mad Men, the archetypal American narrative of the self--made man. But, first, the genealogy of Mad Men's mode of representation must be unbundled in order to recognise how its preposterous narrative structure and its use of place make possible these novel images.
Produced in the twenty--first century, Mad Men is highly, even reflexively conversant with art cinema, which flourished during and after the period in which the show is set. Film and television melodrama was also a dominant mode of popular visual culture in this period. Nina C. Liebman notes that the highest proportion of film melodramas were produced in the late 1950s. 21 While the numbers wane into the early 1960s, their cinematic codes were integrated into television melodrama that are seen in, for example, 'the texts' obsession with the hyperreal in terms of emotion and narrative [that] is contradicted by a near obsession for "realistic" mise-en-scène'. 22 What was once a contradiction between realistic mise-en-scène and an overblown expression of emotion becomes verisimilar in Mad Men in the carefully crafted exterior of Don Draper, a man who appears to have it all: handsomeness, success in business in New York City, beautiful wife, kids, and home, and an upwards social trajectory. What remains contradictory, what speaks against the fidelity of facades, is the narrative of Don Draper as a self--made man and a social being whose intimate relations are arbitrary and excessive.
Thomas Elsaesser argues that family melodrama reconfigures 'all social conflict and contradiction into familial issues'. 23 By the early 1960s, 'the notion of "family" became much more fluid, it was more explicitly castigated and less frequently offered as a panacea for the problems of the day'. 24 A close reading of the 'California' episodes of season two reveal how Mad Men combines television melodrama with its own cinematic forebear, plumbing a queer line of affiliation that speaks to (as opposed to 'contradicts') Don's ironic selfhood, its structure, and the form and content of its representation. Don can relate to a past that is dangerous to the current manifestation of his 'ironic selfhood'. Richard Rorty, from whom I adapt this designation, describes the field in which the 'liberal ironist' operates:
As I am using the term 'literature' and 'literary culture', a culture that has substituted literature for both religion and philosophy finds redemption neither in a noncognitive relation to a nonhuman person nor in a cognitive relation to propositions, but in noncognitive relations to other human beings, relations mediated by human artifacts such as books and buildings, paintings and songs. These artifacts provide a sense of alternative ways of being human. 27 Don makes contact with his alternative selfhood through O'Hara, reaching out to his readymade wife in California via a literary object to which he was judged ill suited.
In the operation of fantasy and melodrama we see, pace Jacques Lacan and Jacques Derrida (another homophonous pair), that the letter always finds it destination and that it also never leaves: Anna, in California, the destination, says she was immediately reminded of New York, the letter's origin, by the O'Hara collection. Real and false were fused here so perfectly that they became a new substance, just as copper and zinc become brass that looks like gold. It meant nothing that Hollywood was filled with great musicians, poets and philosophers. It was also filled with spiritualists, religious nuts and swindlers. It devoured everyone, and whoever was unable to save himself in time, would lose his identity, whether he thought so himself or not. 28 Davis Similarly, Betty and Don role--play a man and a woman meeting for the first time in front of an audience of Italian men whom had been flirting with Betty while the Drapers are on a business trip to Rome. 31 We marvel at Betty speaking Italian for the first and only time in the show and we see her disrobe before joining Don in their hotel room shower, a display of desire alien to the Ossining home, simply not permissible in the family space; all of Don's (and Betty's) extra--marital trysts take place outside the home.
-NOMAD MEN: CALIFORNIAN COSMOPOLITANISM
In reflecting on the resentment of women moving into 'men's spaces' that appeared in his interviews with young men for Guyland, Michael Kimmel spotlights Mad Men:
once, it seemed to be so easy to find an arena in which to prove one's manhood. Look at the world portrayed by hit TV show Mad Men-a world where men sustained a casual affability in their homosocially pure arenas, where women were secretarial playthings (or an occasional vixen who inherited daddy's money and power). Things were so much easier when women 'knew their place'. 32 While it is unfair to point out the paucity of Kimmel's rendering of the show given the brevity of his reference and its merely illustrative purpose as an image of a former time, Kimmel's reading of 'homosocial purity' does not take into account the queer and ironic relations that the show puts to work.
It is the following paragraph that unwittingly offers insight into the circulation of ironic selfhood in Mad Men:
Buffeted by changes not of their making, increasingly anxious in an economic and political arena that erodes their ability to be breadwinners, into the twenty--first century. The result is a direct connection in which even the newest of Western cities draw on the three mythic images of the historic West: democracy, opportunity, and individual fulfillment. 34 The intercontinental thrust westward, that within America itself if we take Don's spur--of--the--moment trip as indicative of the frontier drive in the American imaginary and Californian boosterism, finds its way into the burgeoning aerospace and weapons industry of California, which directs this thrust beyond national borders and, excessively, into the stratosphere. Don is asked if he is an actor or an astronaut; that is, if he embodies Hollywood or the space industries. But it is the MIRVs that follow a distribution strangely parallel both to Don's serial identity and to the self--proclaimed nomads to which Don is connected by Joy, the young and beautiful woman whom entices Don to abandon his business trip and attend to the ironic work of his manhood of many and varied sexual connections. The image of the weave is again employed when Edelman describes the sinthome. Here, the image has its basis in Lacan, where the sinthome functions as a 'quilting point' (point de capiton) that binds the consistency of the Imaginary, the Symbolic and the Real for the subject, stopping the illusion of our smooth, coherent VOLUME18 NUMBER2 SEP2012 292 subjective reality from being revealed. As Edelman says, 'though it functions as the necessary condition for the subject's engagement with Symbolic reality, the sinthome refuses the Symbolic logic that determines the exchange of signifiers; it admits no translation of its singularity and therefore carries nothing of meaning, recalling in this the letter as the site at which meaning comes undone'. 41 And just as Lacan shifted from a linguistic to a topological understanding of subjectivity, so too does Mad Men when Dick Whitman, after his entry into the Symbolic, joins the army, and uses the homosocially pure space of the battlement in Korea-just two men are present-to reinscribe the signification of his commanding officer's dog tags and to frame California, his soon--to--be home, as a field for his ironic selfhood.
Dick's entry into the Symbolic occurs in 'The Hobo Code'. In flashback (triggered initially by Don smoking marijuana then looking into a mirror and again when Don, still stoned, looks through a viewfinder), a young Dick is digging holes (as he was when the bombs began to fall in Korea) when a hobo happens across the Whitman farm. He asks for a meal and Abigail, Don's stepmother and a good Christian, offers him a meal and a coin in return for working in their fields the next day. The Hobo remarks that Dick reminds him of himself. Later, Dick asks the Hobo, 'Ain't you heard? I'm a whore child.' Dick is still intensely identified with his mother and imagines that not only is he known beyond the farm, but so too are the circumstances of his birth. 42 The Hobo replies, 'No, I hadn't heard anything about that.' The Hobo's manners were noted earlier by Abigail; the Hobo is from New York. Dick says he 'doesn't talk like a bum', and the Hobo replies that he is a 'Gentleman of the Rails' for whom 'each day is brand new'. He has turned his back on his family, job, and mortgage; 'Death came to find him', and he avoids death by keeping mobile. forcing it to be a response to a queer jibe.
We can now recognise the significance of Sal's demeanour, the face of a man passing, when it was presented in the show's pilot, 'Smoke Gets In Your Eyes'. This episode is much more glib than those that follow and it lays down a central concern with a Freudian diagnosis of American society. 43 The agency employs a severe, obviously European woman in its research department. She delivers a report to Sal and Don on how to sell cigarettes to an American public that knows tobacco causes cancer. She says in a heavy accent, 'Before the war, when I studied with Adler in The mindless violence of this textual machine, so arbitrary, so implacable, threatens, like a guillotine, to sever the genealogy that narrative syntax labors to affirm recasting its narrative 'chain of … events' as a 'signifying chain' and inscribing in the realm of signification, along with the prospect of meaning, the meaningless machinery of the signifier, always in the way of what it would signify. Irony, whose effect de Man likens to the syntactical violence of anacoluthon, thus severs the continuity essential to the very logic of making sense. 44 Anacoluthon (beginning a sentence that implies one resolution but finishing it unexpectedly) is a favourite figure of advertisers: 'With a name like Smuckers it has to be good'. 45 The dissonance smarts and draws our attention to the object that grounds the contradictory figure. Sal's 'That's ridiculous' requires, in its initial utterance, an impossible, preposterous memory of the future where his homosexuality has been revealed; irony makes an anacoluthonic utterance into what Benjamin reconfigured as a Penelopean forgetting, that which attempts to stave off the inevitability of revelation, just as Don must remember to forget. He must sever the continuity of Dick (enacting, in some sense, the wish his mother should have lived to see) in order to be Don.
-CATASTROPHIC MEN: LETTERS AND REDESCRIPTIONS
Following the lead of the series pilot, it is in this ironic mode that we must read We redescribe ourselves, our situation, our past, in those terms and compare the results with alternative redescriptions which use the vocabularies of alternative figures. We ironists hope, by this continual redescription, to make the best selves for ourselves that we can. 47 For this redescription to be beautiful again-the repetition of 'again' at the poem's end redoubles its serial quality-the catastrophe must (re--)emerge. 'Cata-' has the sense of being against, of being reflected back, and a 'strophe' is a turning. The direct, denotative beauty of the original Greek, καταστροϕή, is hidden or submerged by translation and by the early modernity of 'personality', which first emerged as an -NOTES
